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Abstract
Objective: VLSI integer adders are critical elements in general purposed DSP and DSPA processors. These used in design
of ALU, floating point arithmetic data paths and address generation units. Parallel prefix adders rely on simple cell design.
Modern FPGAs utilize fast carry chain for optimization ripple carry adder. Methods/Analysis: Design of the delay models
and cost analysis by VLSI embedded system is done in this paper. Prefix adder with reversible logic gates utilizing 16 bit
kogge stone adder have been design using PERES logic. Findings: Methodology is based on the fact that a parallel prefix
adder can be represented as a graph consists of carry operator nodes. The adder structure has minimum logic depth and
binary tree structure with minimum fan-out. From the simulate results this is formed that computational path net delay
for 16 X16 bit prefix adder using reversible logic is 20.828 ns with Kogge Stone Adder is reading to 17.247ns. Novelty/
Improvement: The multiple based on 16 bit Kogge Stone Adder is formed to be less efficient than the case of reversible
adder in term of delay and power analysis.
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1. Introduction

A large amount of the research and development endeavors
in the area of digital electronics have been utilized towards
increasing the speed and complexity of single chip digital
systems1. However by drastic changes power consumption of individual components is resulting to reduce the
device reliabilities. Now a day’s power is rapidly becoming
one of the most important issues in digital system design.
The power consumption is indispensable in the areas of
communication, consumer electronics etc. The elevated
operation speed and the tremendous action on the adder
circuits in recent microprocessors, leads toward high
power utilization. The existence of several implementation engines in present processors extra aggravates the
problems. VLSI integer adders are significant elements
in common purpose and DSPA processors at the same
time as they are utilize in the design of ALU, in floating
points, arithmetic data paths, and during address generation units. Parallel prefix adders are proper for VLSI
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accomplishment given that they rely on the utilize of
simple cells and maintain regular connections between
them. In designated, most present FPGAs utilize a fast
carry sequence which optimizes the carry path for the
simple Ripple Carry Adder (RCA)2. This paper proposed
design reduces the power consumption and cost analysis
for development of VLSI, Embedded Systems in real time
technology. Analyzing the prefix adder amalgamation
reversible logic gates using 16 bit kogge stone adder in
FPGA, DSPA are designed.

2. BackGround and Mechanism of
PPA and RLG
2.1 Parallel Prefix Adder Mechanism
The field of inversion is shown in Figure 1. Kogge Stone
proposed the parallel prefix adder for low fan-out and
high logic3. Brent Kung adder design smallest number of
scheming nodes4, Han-Carlson adder is design between
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Figure 1. Field of inversion.

nodal count low logic depth5 and improved fan-out.
Author6 developed an interconnecting node topology.
Authors7 proposed a general design high depth parallel
prefix network7. In8 proposed minimum delay parallel
prefix area for logarithmic adder for fan-out8. Some more
adders are designed by9 to being minimal depth forminimal depth for n-bit adder9. The Figure 2 showing the
mechanism for parallel prefix adder Table 1.

2.2 Reversible Logic Gate
In10 proposed energy dissipation circuit for reversible
quantum operations are reversible. They are many
designed have been proposed to ensured implementing
any Boolean function using RLG10, such as Feynman gate,
NFT gate, ISLAM gate represented in Figure 3.
Condition for implementation of RLG

Figure 2. Parallel prefix adder mechanism.

Table 1. Compares some of the parallel prefix
networks under consideration
Architecture

Classification Logic Levels

Max
Fanout

Brent-Kung

(M-1, 0, 0)

M + (M − 1)

2

Tracks

Cols

1

L/2

Sklansky

(0, M-1, 0)

M

L/2 + 1

1

L

Kogge-Stone

(0, 0, M-1)

M

2

L/2

L

Han-Carlson

(1, 0, M-2)

M+1

2

L/4

L/2

(0, 1, M-2)

M

3

L/4

L

Ladner-Fischer

(M-2, 1, 0)

M + (M − 2)

3

1

L/2

Ladner-Fischer

(1, M-2, 0)

M+1

L/4 + 1

1

L/2

(1, M-2, 0)

M+1

2

L/2

(1, 1, M-3)

M+1

L/8

L/2

Knowles
[2,1, . . ., 1]

Ladner-Fischer
+ helpers
(1, 1, M-3)

L/4 + 1 +
helpers
3

• Number of inputs should be equal to the number of
outputs.
• For Every input pattern should be a unique output pattern.
• A piece output will be used only once, no fan out is
allowed.
The main aim of using RL namely significantly to reduced
heat dissipation and power consumptions apprehend in a
sustainable approach11,12.

3. Methodology
To propose the adders pedestal on FPGA and DSPA,
procedure is to cram the adder with their benefits and
limitations. Making design on verilog code. Realization
and synthesis are done on the Xilinx ISE Design
Suit. After synthesisation the simulation results are
2
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Figure 3. Reversible gate and different types of reversible logic gates.
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s ynchronized. Software used Xilinx ISE Design Suit 14.7,
ISIM simulator.
A PPA can be represented as a PPG consisting of carry
operator nodes. This adder configuration has minimum
logic depth, and full binary tree with minimum fun-out,
resulting in a fast adder but with a large area.

4. P
 roposed High Speed 16 bit
Kogge Stone Adder using Prefix
Adder Reversible PERES Logic
Gates
The proposed high speed 16 bit KSA using prefix adder
RLG is shown Figure 6. Main premise of the design is to
abolish enormous delays in overall for carry computations.
So the depth logicis put forward to design is optimum.
Designing 16 bit prefix reversible adder by using logic
gates has been realizethrough the help of CMOS logic
be appropriate in FPGAS and DSP,common logic constructs are only inverter functions, so that cascading odd
cells and even cells provide the results of abolish inverts
between those two cells. Two inputs of each stages will be
given to XOR gate and AND gate such that it appears as
half adder circuit. But by using the XOR and AND gate
the time delay and power consumption are more. For this
by removing both the gates (XOR and AND) are Kogge
Stone Adder. Replacing with reversible logic gates like
PERES GATE, applying this gate to reduce both time
delay and power consumption as shown in Table 2. The
topology of the design is uncomplicated to reduce impedance matching. The finishing stage of the design gives the
computational signal as one output and carry signal as
other output as represented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. This
can overcome various problems in existed adders taking
the two conditions Cin = 0 and Cin= 1 shown in Figure 7
and Figure 8.

Table 2. Power consumption for 16 bit Kogge Stone
Adder and 16 bit reversible Kogge Stone Adder
Name of the
Adder

Area

Delay (pico
seconds)

Power (nW)

Kogge Stone
Adder

786686

2389

37086958.406

Reversible Kogge
786688
Stone Adder

2060

33932884.418
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Figure 4. 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. RTL schematic layout of Kogge Stone adder using
Xilinx. (a) Representing the generation and propagation
of the16 bit kogge stone adder. (b) In the reversible Kogge
Stone adder we have Removed “ And “ and “ex-or” gates are
removed and Peres Gate is included as reversible logic gate
The Grey cells represent both generation and propagation of
reversible Kogge Stone Adder.
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Output WaveForms Of Kogge Stone Adder : ( Cin=1)

In the Kogge Stone Adder If the Cin = 1 then the output has carry
1 then we get the value with adding “1” to the original output and
time taken to run this x1 = 2,000,000 ps.
Output Wave forms of Kogge Stone Adder : ( Cin = 0)

In the Reversible Kogge Stone Adder If the Cin=1 then the output
has carry 1 then we get the value with adding “1” to the original
output and time taken to run this x1=2,000,000 ps.
Figure 7. Representing Output Wave Forms of ReversibleKogge Stone
Adder ( Cin=1), ( Cin=0)

In the same way if the Cin = 0 then the ouput has carry 0 then we
get the original value where as for this time taken was increased
x1 = 3,000,000 Ps
Figure 6.

(a)

Representing Output Wave Forms Of Kogge Stone Adder

(Cin = 1), (Cin = 0).

Output WaveForms of Reversible Kogge Stone Adder :
(Cin = 0)

(b)
Figure 8. (a)Delay for 16 bit RKSAdder. (b) Delay for 16
bit KS Adder.t
In the Reversible Kogge Stone Adder we taken Cin=0 then the output
has Carry 0 so that the output time taken to run is X1=1,001,701 ps
in the Kogge Stone adder the x1 value in Cin=0 was high compared
to reversible kogge stone adder
Output WaveForms of Reversible Kogge Stone Adder :( Cin=1)

4
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5. Conclusion
Thus a design of prefix adder amalgamation reversible
logic gates using 16 bit kogge stone adder. From the simulation outcomes it is observed that the computational path
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net delay for 16X16 bit prefix adder using reversible logic
gate is 20.828 ns and the computational path delay for
16X16 bit prefix adder using reversible logic gate Kogge
Stone adder is 17.247 ns. Also by observing the power
consumption for 16 bit kogge stone adder and 16 bit prefix
adder kogge stone adder usingreversible adder observed
power delay/ variation 329 pico seconds/3154073.988nW.
The multiplier using 16 bit prefix adder kogge stone adder
using reversible adder is much more efficient than the
multiplier using 16 bit kogge stone adder in expressions
of delay and power consumption.
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